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article adds another chapter to the valuable studies by Spanish archaeologists of the 
artistic and historical but little-known riches of their country. 

M. Aru ends the series of archaeological contributions with a history of painting in 
Sardinia in the fifteenth century (' Storia della Pittura in Sardegna nel secolo XV'). The 
illustrations in this case again add much to the value of the study of a subject which 
should interest those who have devoted thought and attention to this phase in the develop- 
ment of art and painting. 

The 656 pages of publication under review are followed by 87 closely-printed pages 
of ' Cronica' which constitutes a work in itself, 38 of them being devoted to the 
archaeological section. The result of the excavations at Ampurias are brought up to 
date and an account given of a discovery of a deposit of arms and war material, among 
which there were a large number of lead 'glandes' and the frame of a Roman catapult, 
unique among the remains of the weapons of that war-like race. Greek pottery is well 
represented and among the fragments found are several of the black-on-red period. 
Several Greek inscriptions and graffiti on amphora handles and on vases have also come to 
light, as well as a carefully designed and brilliantly executed mosaic of the Hellen- 
istic period representing sea-fish, a crab and a bird with a shrimp in its beak. The results 
of excavations in other parts of Catalufia are also noted; while there are some interesting 
records of fresh discoveries of fresco wall-paintings in the province, with an illustration of 
one found in the abbey at Farfa. The 'Cronica ' ends with the record of the acquisi- 
tion by the different Catalan museums, and a review of the different publications 
bearing upon archaeological subjects related to Catalufia. 

A complete and edifying index appropriately terminates this excellent and meritorious 
publication. 

H. SANDARS. 

ROMISCHE REICHSBEAMTE DER PROVINZ THRACIA. By ARTHUR STEIN. Sarajevo: I921. 

This useful collection of data for the history of the Imperial administration of Thrace 
shows the same care and thoroughness as its author's Untersuchungen zur Geschichte und 
'erwaltung Aegyptens, and should find a place on the shelves of all Ancient History 

libraries. It establishes the correct reading of various epigraphic texts, incorporates 
fresh material (such as the important inscription of P. Gavius Balbus, procurator of 
the provincia Chersonesi under Hadrian), and draws conclusions of some interest from 
the evidence, showing for example that the Hellenisation of the province was begun 
by Trajan and (as we might expect) promoted by Hadrian. 

THE SIXTH BOOK OF THE AENEID WITH INTRODUCTION AND NOTES. By H. E. BUTLER, 
Professor of Latin in London University. Oxford: Basil Blackwell. I920. 

The long overdue modern edition of the Aeneid is, so far as this country is concerned, 
still to seek. We have nothing to set beside the admirable Italian commentary of 
Professor Sabbadini. No English commentary on the Aeneid as a whole has been even 
attempted since Mr. Page's very useful edition of I900-I904. But since then great 
progress has been made in Virgilian studies on at least three distinct lines of advance: 
the artistic or poetic appreciation of the Aeneid; the analysis of its composition, of the 
way in which Virgil worked upon it and the state in which he left it; and-a matter 
of very high importance in its bearing on the whole field of Roman Studies-the 
investigation and elucidation of Virgil's wealth of learning, of the history and archaeology 
with which he loaded every rift of his work. On all these sides, and on the last of the 
three more particularly, the Aeneid is an unexhausted mine in which fresh shafts are 
continually being sunk. 

Six volumes of Vergiliana had already been published by Mr. Blackwell, in the green 
covers with which all English scholars are now familiar. Those by Mr. Royds on the 
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Beasts, Birds and Bees of Virgil, and by Mr. Sargeaunt on the Trees, Shrubs and Plants 
of Virgil, have been noticed in previous numbers of the 7ouzrnal of Roman Studies. The 
latest of the series, Miss M. M. Crump's Growth of the Aeneid, is a contribution of high 
value towards a very complex and very interesting enquiry. Of Mr. Warde Fowler's 
three volumes, Virgil's Gathering of the Clans, Aeneas at the Site of Rome, and The 
Death of Turnus, it is needless to say anything except to deplore that their author's 
age and health almost forbid the hope that he will be able to increase our debt to him. 

Professor Butler's volume is in shape and appearance uniform with these; but it is 
on different and (if the word may be used without any suggestion of derogatory meaning) 
more conventional lines. Mr. Warde Fowler printed the full text of Books VIII and 
XII, but the substance of those two volumes as of the other was an intimate study of a 
single episode and of special points arising in it. This, on the other hand, is a formal 
commentary on Aeneid VI, prefixed to which is an introduction of some fifty pages, dealing 
in three sections with the substantial content, the meaning and doctrine, of Virgil's 
Nekyia; with the sources of his eschatology; and more cursorily, with the problem of 
the composition of the Aeneid in its relation to Book VI. The editor does not say for 
what class of students the book is more especially meant; and there is a certain vagueness, 
perhaps unavoidable, about this point throughout the commentary. Many of the notes 
are those of an ordinary school-edition; others (as are the second and third sections of 
the introduction) are addressed to advanced scholars. But students of all types will find 
in the book much that is both interesting and useful. Perhaps the best service to be 
done in this notice is to note some instances in which comments or interpretations might 
be further considered. 

In the discussion of the probable date and composition of Aeneid III, the statement 
that the wanderings as described in that book bring the Trojans to Carthage in the third 
year is unwarranted. The chronology of the wanderings, as set forth in what is obviously 
a fragmentary and uncompleted structure, is very vague. It may be true that, as 
Miss Crump observes (The Growth of the Aeneid, p. 26), ' a satisfactory chronology can be 
worked out which brings the arrival in Carthage to the second summer after the fall 
of Troy.' But to any one reading Book III by itself and without preconception, it 
suggests itself as follows: 

First year: the fall of Troy. 
Second: departure from Antandros; the attempted settlement in Thrace; the 

visit to Delos and arrival in Crete. 
Third: abandonment of Crete, and voyage as far as Buthrotum. 
Fourth: voyage from Buthrotum to Sicily. 
Fifth: death of Anchises (in spring); prosecution of voyage from Sicily; the storm, 

and arrival at Carthage. 
In order to bring this chronology into harmony with the last two lines of Book I 

(themselves obviously an added afterthought) it would be necessary to suppose (i) with 
Conrads, that a whole winter (i.e. the best part of a year) was spent in Thrace, (2) that 
two years, not only one, were occupied by the settlement in Crete. There is nothing 
in Book III which absolutely precludes either. But in any case, the septima aestas of 
i, 756, is clearly irreconcilable with the septima aestas of v, 626, almost a year later. 

1. 89, defuerint, ' future-perfect for future metri gratia ', is at least misleading; for 
Virgil found no difficulty about deerunt, and uses it twice in the finished work of the 
Georgics (ii, 200, 233). 

1. 95, Audentior ito quam tua tefortuna sinet is undoubtedly the correct reading; but 
Mr. Butler's rendering, ' go forward more boldly than fortune shall permit', is surely 
inconsistent alike with Virgil's conception of Fortune and with common sense. There 
is the normal ellipse of viam after ito, and it is the unexpressed antecedent to quam. 

11. 426 foll., the commentary on the inhabitants of limbo is clear and helpful. But 
the complaint of irrelevance made against this whole episode is surely itself irrelevant. 
Virgil, as Mr. Butler rightly insists elsewhere, was not offering a systematised chart of the 
underworld, he was drawing an imaginative picture of it; and in no part of the picture 
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is he more vivid, more moving, more triumphantly successful. So far from its being 
' a positive blemish that he does not make the necessary explanation ', it would be a 
positive blemish if he did. 

1. 686, effusaeque genis lacrimae : genis is not ' from his eyes ', but ' over his face.' 
Much confusion would be avoided if it were realised that gena does not properly mean 
the cheek (which is bucca), but the part of the face surrounding the eye and defined by the 
bony structure of the eye-socket, including both the inferior gena, the lower rim of the 
cheek-bone, and the superior gena, the upper rim of the frontal bone: see Pliny, N.H. xi, 
I56. It is sometimes used more widely to cover the cheek and jaw as well (so in Aen. viii, 
I6o); but not here. 

A number of misprints and minor inaccuracies might be corrected in a second 
edition : insidia for invidia, p. 85; " made at Delphi' for ' made as at Delphi,' p. 95; 
0 sate gente deum for Sate sanguine divom p. o09; Grossrau for Gossrau p. 203 
KOV Xoa\ovra Tr6ov for KOV X\X\ovra TrTrov p. 203; haec pl for haec MP1 p. 262. 
Nor is it correct to say that 1. 90o is not in MRP1. 'The Gates of Sleep are borrowed 
from the Iliad', p. 20, is a slip which is unfortunate, because it must perplex any reader 
who does not know his Homer well; but the discussion of this passage (11. 893-8) in the 
commentary, where the correct reference to Od. xix, 562, is given, is very full and 
clear. There can be little or no doubt that, notwithstanding what Servius says, the 
meaning which Virgil wished to convey was simply that Aeneas returns to the upper 
world before midnight. His way of indicating this is very characteristic ; on this subject 
the remarks of Heinze, Fergils Epische Technik, pp. 355 foll. in the third edition of I914, 
are excellent and worthy of study. 

NEW STUDIES OF A GREAT INHERITANCE, being lectures on the modern worth of some ancient 
authors. By R. S. CONWAY, Litt.D. F.B.A. Hulme Professor of Latin in the University of Manchester, 
Hon. Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. pp. viii. +24I. London: John Murray. 
1921. 7s. 6d. n. 

The burden of each of the ten lectures brought together in this volume (most of 
them reprinted from various periodicals) is best described-if we may adapt a familiar 
phrase-as humanitas humanitatum, omnia humanitas; it follows that the writer has. 
more of the prophet in him than of the preacher. Those of his students at Manchester 
who do not learn from him this lesson, illustrated now in the pages of this book, before 
they leave him (but there can scarcely be any), fail to learn one of the best lessons he has 
to teach. Any comment on the soundness of Professor Conway's learning and scholarship 
would be an impertinence : here we have them applied to the interpretation of several 
Latin authors, Cicero and Virgil, Horace and Livy, to mention only the chief names, 
and in a way which illuminates their writings not only for the classical student, but also- 
what is equally important-in relation to modern life. The last essay, Education and 
Freedom, ranges over a wider topic; but those who heard it delivered publicly in 
Manchester, on the night of a Zeppelin raid in the Midlands, will remember how, when 
the lights were extinguished before the lecture was half-way through, an eager audience 
called for the lecturer to go on, how he went on with the light of a solitary candle, and 
they probably have not forgotten the effect those circumstances had in reinforcing the 
claims of the Classics for a prominent place in our schools and Universities, so ably and 
persuasively, yet modestly, stated in the lecture itself. We wonder what the British 
Association thought about it a few months earlier. 

But if all University lecturers would consider it a part of their duty to make Greek 
and Latin studies a living force in the teachers they send out to the schools (leaving out 
of the account their pupils who follow other careers), there need be no misgiving about 
the Classics living on in others too. It is chiefly because this volume is such an admirable 
example of the proper way to make the Classics live without making them cheap or 
lowering the standard of scholarship, that it deserves a welcome and careful attentiorm 
from teachers as well as students of the Classics and of Roman studies in particular. 
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